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Abstract 
A combinatorial interpretation i volving semistandard tableaux is provided for a four 
parameter terminating sum identity for the basic hypergeometric series 6q~5. This identity is first 
produced by taking the principal specialization of a tensor product identity for two GL(n) 
characters. 
It has become more widely appreciated in recent years that many summation 
identities involving binomial coefficients can be put into one of a few canonical 
hypergeometric forms [1, 18]. For example, after moving some factors around, the 
identity 
k~o \P -k /=\  P / 
becomes 
z ( - -m)k( - -P )k  1 k F - -m, - -p .  J (m+n- -p+l )p  
k>~O (n - -p+l )k  k! : : zFx[_n- -p+l ' l  -- (n - -p+l )p  ' 
where (a)k=(a) (a+ 1).-. (a+k--1). The second equality is the Chu-Vandermonde 
terminating sum identity for the hypergeometric series 2F1, which is (III.4) in 
Appendix I I I  of [19]. Most identities for finite sums of products of binomial coeffic- 
ients arising in combinatorics turn out to be equivalent o one of the first few 
terminating hypergeometric series identities listed at the beginning of this table. But 
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there are many more identities in this table for ordinary hypergeometric series and in 
the Appendix II table of [8] for basic hypergeometric series which are not yet known 
to directly correspond to enumerative situations. Reversing the process, it is natural to 
ask if enumerative situations can be found which correspond to these other identities. 
When confronted with the second identity above, a combinatorialist might move the 
various factors back and interpret he hypergeometric identity as follows: 'Assuming 
that m, n, and p are non-negative integers, this identity is equivalent to counting the 
number of ways to form p-element subsets of an (m + n)-element set if we think of this 
set as being formed by the disjoint union of an m-element and an n-element set'. Here 
we provide an enumerative interpretation of a fairly complicated basic hypergeomet- 
ric identity, the terminating sum identity (II.21) of [8] for 6055- (This becomes (III.13) 
of [19] for 5F4 when q = 1.) The importance of this identity in the theory of basic 
hypergeometric series is briefly discussed in the introduction to [15]. 
As listed in [9], numerous combinatorialists have provided combinatorial proofs 
[3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 22, 24, 26] of the Pfaff-Saalschutz erminating sum for 3F2 ((III.2) of 
[19]), or for its q-generalization for 3052 ((II.12) of [8]). In addition, Zeilberger's 
combinatorial proof of Dyson's [25] and (with Bressoud) of Andrew's q-Dyson [5] 
conjectures contain combinatorial proofs of the a = -n  terminating form of Dixon's 
identity for 3F2 ((III.8) of [19]) and Jackson's a = q- 2, terminating q-analog of Dixon's 
identity for 3052 ((II.15) of [8]), respectively. This is a consequence of the fact [2] that 
the n = 3 cases of these 'conjectures' are equivalent to the summations just mentioned. 
A recent paper not directly related to our paper but which is concerned with 
somewhat related identities occurring in the same overlap of subjects is [23]. 
We start with a symmetric function identity which arises from taking the tensor 
product of two characters of the Lie group GL.. Taking the 'principal' specialization 
of this identity ields an identity which differs from the identity for 605s listed in tables 
by only simple cancellations. Since the symmetric functions at hand are known to be 
combinatorial generating functions for families of Young tableaux, the combinatorial 
interpretation arises immediately. The character multiplication corresponds to the 
representation tensor product GL,(pcor)® GL.(so)I), where GL.(o)) denotes the 
irreducible representation of GL,  with highest weight co. In the language of some 
combinatorialists, his character multiplication is the same as multiplying a rectangu- 
lar Schur function by a row Schur function. 
Given integers ,~ 1 ~> 22 ~>... ~> 2,/> 0, the n-shape 2 consists of n rows of boxes, where 
the ith row consists of 21 left justified boxes. The n-shape r x p has r rows of length 
p and n - r  rows of length 0. An n-semistandard (Young) tableau T of shape 2 is 
a filling of the boxes of 2 with numbers from {l, 2 . . . . .  n} such that the entries read 
across any row weakly increase and the entries read down any column strictly 
increase. The multivariate weight x(T) of an n-semistandard tableau is 
x'~l"s~r)x~Z'~r)...x~, "'s r), where #k's(T) is the number of times that the entry 
k appears in T. The q-weight q(T) is then obtained by setting xi=q i. (This is just 
q raised to the sum of the entries of the tableau.) These notions are extended to a pair 
(P, S) of tableaux by taking x(P)x(S) and q(P)q(S), respectively. The Schur function 
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s)~(x) can be defined as 2x(T),  where the sum is over all n-semistandard tableaux T of 
shape 2. The result of the specialization xi= ql is denoted sa(q); this is just the usual 
combinatorial generating function y~rq(T). Such generating functions have been 
studied for nearly a century in the context of plane partitions, which are very closely 
related to Young tableaux [20]. 
Let o)i denote the highest weight of the ith exterior power of the defining representa- 
tion of GL.. Let tx:=diagonal(x~ .. . . .  x,) be a generic diagonal element of GL..  Let 
be an irreducible polynomial representation f GL.  of highest weight ~,ia~o)i, where 
a~eN and 1 <~i~n. Let 2 be the shape which has a~ columns of length i. Then the 
connection between the theory of symmetric functions and representation theory is 
given by s;~(x)=Trace[O(tx)]. (The latter quantity is just a concrete version of the 
notion of character which nowadays is usually introduced abstractly in the context of 
Lie algebra representations.) Expressing a product of Schur functions as a non- 
negative integral sum of other Schur functions is equivalent o decomposing the 
tensor product of the corresponding irreducible GL.  representations. The quantity 
sa(q) is the trace of the GL,  element diagonal(q, qZ . . . . .  q") under the representation. 
The expression of the q-polynomial s~(q) as a quotient of two products indexed by 
the positive roots of type A,_~ is well known. We prefer to use the lesser known 
following alternative product expression [14, Ex. 1.3.1]. Fix a shape )~, and coordi- 
natize its boxes as in a matrix. To the box b~2 at (i,j) associate the content c(b):=j- i  
and the hook length h(b) := number of boxes weakly to the right of b plus the number 
of boxes strictly below b. Let 2~ be the number of boxes in the ith column, and let 
m(2):= 52i(;+1). Then we have 
sa(q) = qm~a) H 1 -- q.+Ctb) 
b~;. 1 - -  qh(b) " 
From now on let (a)k:=(1--qa)(1--qa+l).-.(1--q a+k 1) and (a):=(ah=(1--qa). 
Also let (a)k := (1 + qa) (1 + q" + 1)... ( 1 + qa + k - 1 ) and (a)  := (a)  1 = ( 1 + q~). 
Let £~'(n, p, r, s) denote the set of all pairs (P, S) of n-semistandard tableaux such that 
P has shape r × p and S has shape 1 x s. For 0 ~< k~< min(p, s), let 2(k) denote the shape 
with r+ 1 rows of lengths p+s-k ,p ,p  . . . . .  p, and k. Let ~(k,n,p,r,s) denote the set of 
all n-semistandard tableaux of shape 2(k). The following terminating sum identity 
for 6q~5 is the 21st of the 33 basic hypergeometric summation formulas listed in 
Appendix II of [8]. (Readers who are unfamiliar with the notation of that book can 
refer to the end of our proof.) 
(aq, aq/bc; q)m _ 6~5 ~ a, qa 1/2, --qa 1/2, b, c, q-m 
(aq/b, aq/c; q)m [a 1/2, - -a  1/2, aq/b, aq/c, aq m+ 1 ;q, 
aqm+l] 
Theorem. There is a multivariate weight preserving bijection from ~(n,p,r,  s) to the 
union of the ~l(k,n,p,r,s) as k=O to min(p,s). In terms of multivariate generating 
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functions this becomes sr × p(X) sl × Ax) = ~k S~(k)(X). The specialized identity 
s, × p(q) sl × ~(q)= Y~k Sa(k)(q) becomes the identity (II.21) of [8] when it is put into standard 
basic hypergeometric form, and we choose their parameters as follows: m =min(p,s), 
c = q - max(p,s), b = q, - ,, a = q - p - r - ~. 
Proof. The bijection is an immediate consequence of Schensted's algorithm: Just 
insert all possible weakly increasing rows of length s into all possible tableaux of shape 
r x p, where the rows and tableaux have entries from { 1 . . . . .  n}. (See for example [12].) 
The Schur function multiplication rule is an immediate consequence of this bijection; 
alternatively one can use the easy special case ('Pieri's rule') of the Littlewood- 
Richardson rule [14, Eq. (I.5.16)] for the product of any Schur function with s~ ×,(x). 
Now apply the product formula for the principal specialization t  the various s~(q): 
s'× p(q)=qP('+~') I - I (n- - i+ 1)p 
i= 1 (i)p and 
The zeroth term in the summation is
(n)~ 
sl ×~(q) = q~ (1)~" 
. . . . .  +s (n - r+ l )p  (n+p) ~-~ (n - i+ l )p  
Sz(o)(q) = q~ 2 , 
(r+S)p (1)s //i=1 (i)p 
By watching the effect on the product formula of moving one box to change 2(k) to 
2(k + 1), it can be seen that the ratio of two successive terms in the summation is
Sx(k+l)(q)=q, (n - r+k)  ( s -k )  (p -k )  (p+r+s-2 -2k)  
S~(k)(q) (n+p+s- l - -k )  ( l+k) (p+r - l -k )  ( r+s - l -k )  
(p+r+s-k )  
x 
(p+r  +s-2k)"  
Applying the conversions (a - k) = - q"- k (_  a + k) and (a + 2k) = ( la  + k) (½ a + k) ,  this 
becomes 
q- .+l  ( -p - r - s+k)  (1 -½(p+r+s)+k)  (1 -½(p+r+s)+k)  (n - r+k)  
( l+k) ( -½(p+r+s)+k)  ( -½(p+r+s)+k)  (1 -n -p -s+k)  
( -p+k)  ( - s+k)  
(1 - r - s+k) (1 -p - r+k)"  
Hence the identity 
min(p,s) k 
s,×p(q)sx×~(q)_ 2 I--[ s,~(k)(q) 
S~(o)(q) k=O /=1 S~.(k-X)(q) 
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becomes 
(n)~ (r + s)p 
(n+p)p (r)p 
rain(p,s) 
(--p--r--S)k (1--½(p+r+S))k (1--½(pq-r+s)>k (n--Ok 
k=oZ" (1)k (--½(p+r+S))k (--½(p+r+S)>k (1--n--p--S)k 
x (-P)k (-s)~ q~-,+~k 
(1 --r--s)k (1 --p--r)k 
If s<p, use [8, 1.18] to rewrite (r+s)p/(r)p=(p+r)~/(r)~ on the left-hand side; if p<s 
rewrite (n)J(n + P)s = (n)p/(n + s)p. We now have (II.21) of [8], if (1.7) of [8] is applied to 
each of the four factors on the right-hand side of (II.21) and the substitutions listed 
above in the statement of the theorem are made. [] 
Taking s=p+r specializes our identity to the q-Dixon terminating sum for 41~3 
((11.14) of [8]), and further setting q = 1 yields the c = - n terminating form of Dixon's 
identity for aF2 ((111.9) of [19]). Except for the following unpublished work, this 
provides the only combinatorial interpretations of these two terminating sums of 
which we are aware. (From a combinatorial viewpoint, the c = - n terminating form of 
Dixon's identity is distinct from the a= -n  terminating form handled by [25].) The 
first author of this paper has obtained identity (111.4) of [19] for 2F1 (respectively 
(111.9) for 3F2 and (III.11) for 4F3) by equating the dimension of the representation f 
GLN whose highest weight is p¢o, with the sum of the dimensions of the representa- 
tions resulting from restricting this representation to GLN_ 1 (respectively Sp2.+ ~ to 
Sp2. and S02.+ 1 to S02., with the same highest weight for the starting representa- 
tion). Further, identities (11.7) for 2~bl, (11.14) for 4~b3, and the three parameter s~b4 
specialization of(11.21) of [8] obtained by setting c2= aq can be obtained in the same 
fashion by starting with the principal specialization of the character of the larger 
group. These results provide combinatorial interpretations for these identities in terms 
of the more general Young tableaux which are known (e.g. [16]) to index weights of 
these representations. 
Joichi and Stanton have a general method which can be used in stages to provide 
bijective proofs of many hypergeometric identities [11]. The enumerative interpreta- 
tion given here is probably much more direct than that which would be produced by 
the Joichi-Stanton method. However, our present reliance on [14] for the product 
expression for sa(q) means that we do not have a bijective proof from scratch of the 
basic hypergeometric identity. We could instead quote the involution principle proof 
of the product expression due to Remmel and Whitney [17] to obtain a proof which 
would be entirely bijective xcept for some cancellations here and there. Such a proof 
would be long and not very transparent; a compromise would be to use the clearer 
and shorter lattice path viewpoint of Gessel and Viennot [21, Theorem 2.7.1] to 
obtain a determinant for s~(q). Then the determinant would be factored using non- 
bijective row and column operations as in the proof of Theorem 15.3 of [-20]. 
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